
Welcome! You are o�cially an ILAD Business Development Center Refugee mentor! 

We are so thankful for your willingness to come alongside our work in support of entrepreneurial refugee 

clients. We can't wait to see how your expertise and experience enhances our client's journeys from 

struggling into confidence and flourishing!

In order to prepare for your mentorship with a BDC client, the following resources are highly 

recommended to review. 

Everything you need lives right on the ILAD BDC Website, at dallasbdc.ilad.ngo/volunteer-resources/.  

This document can serve as your checklist for those resources prior to matching with a refugee client.  

Mentor Individualized 
Resources Checklist

All Resources To Do Doing Done

ILAD 101       

ILAD 201       

Refugee 101       

Communication Across Culture       

Just in time for your client match       



ILAD 101 / 201

Objective:  ILAD 101 acts as a crash course in ILAD and our BDC meant to train mentors to be an 

extensions of the organization. It provides the rationale for why the BDC does what it does and 

the extent to which it is a need in the city of Dallas.

Refugee 101

Objective:  Refugee 101 builds empathy and “opens eyes” by setting straight the realities of 

refugees, past common knowledge. 

This section distinguishes immigrants from refugees, teaches where refugees are most involved 

in American society, and primes the mentors for how to engage with clients in the program. 

Resources Done

ILAD 101 video (5 min) & slide deck   

ILAD 201 video (5-10 min) & Slide Deck   

Refugees, Entrepreneurship and Economic Development White paper (coming soon)   

Check out the ILAD website   

ILAD Calling All Heroes event video   

Resources Done

Viewing Material: Youtube link - Who are refugees and how do they arrive in the US?   

Viewing Material: Youtube link - Refugee Resettlement 101   

Refugee 101 video (10 min) & slide deck on key refugee realities in the U.S.   

Check out From Struggle to Resilience   



Communication Across Cultures

Objective:  Communication Across Cultures prepares mentors for more than the anticipated 

“language barrier” between mentor and client. Opportunity to discuss how to embrace the 

potential of the entrepreneur in ways that take the culture and communication styles into 

account.  

Just in time

Resources Done

 Cultural and communication video (10-15 min) and slide deck on approaches, what 

to watch out for when engaging with other cultures, etc.
  

Reading Material Culture Map by Erin Meyer (infographic)    

Reading Material Good Cross-cultural Communication Practices     

Reading Material The Lewis Model     

Reading Material Good Cross-cultural Communication Practices     

Reading Material General Principles for Working E�ectively Cross-Culturally     

Prep Resources for your specific client Received

Client specific business plans, questions, needs, gaps, etc. as needed   

Client home culture, background, context, etc.   

The D/FW ILAD BDC provides an in-person training once every quarter on Trauma-

Informed Mentorship and other topics in coordination with the Vickery Trading 

Company (VTC).

It is highly recommended mentors attend at least one and, if possible, right before 

matching with a client in order to best prepare for their first meeting with a client. 

  

Other recommended:   


